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Main story

• Broad trends continuing: more users, more 
publications, more citations, more website 
traffic

• Continued growth in users outside academia

• But notable quirks to report – mostly 
explicable



Access to the model



Note: Numbers are completed/delivered requests. I2.0+ requests still counting.  
‘Academia’= universities, research institutes; ‘Government’ =  ministries, parliaments; 
‘Other’ = policy institutes, international organisations, central banks, think-tanks. 



What’s happened with I2.0+?

• I1.0+ = 253 completed accesses; I2.0+ = 129 …

• Why?
– I2.0+ numbers will rise over Sep-Dec (but not by 100+)

– of greater significance, I2.0+ released later (by 1.5 
months); in fact, same number of access requests 
received in 6 months from Feb 2019 and Feb 2020

– UK users substantially down > UKMOD

• Implications
– accesses for I3.0+ release in Dec 2020 will likely ‘split 

the difference’ – c.200 a good target?

– potential loss of UK users interested in UK only (UK 
government/policy users); academic users remain



Publications and citations



Note: Based on EUROMOD publications database (partial count). Aside from non-notifiers, 
what we know is missing = CRs (EUROMOD and European Semester). ‘Other’ = mainly other 
working papers and reports (but also books, book chapters, media). 2020 still to finish!





Note: Source = Google Scholar, via Harzing PoP; keyword = EUROMOD; caveats = aplenty!



Website statistics



Note: Source = Google Analytics



Note: Source = Google Analytics



Rank Publication title ID Pageviews

1 Welfare resilience in the immediate aftermath of the 
COVID-19 outbreak in Italy

EMWP 6/20 373

2 EUROMOD Modelling Conventions EMTN 1.1 313

3 Did the UK policy response to Covid-19 protect 
household incomes?

EMWP 12/20 230

4 The potential costs and distributional effect of Covid-19 
related unemployment in Ireland

EMWP 5/20 204

5 The Covid-19 crisis response helps the poor: the 
distributional and budgetary consequences of the UK 
lock-down

EMWP 11/20 184

6 EUROMOD extension to indirect taxation: final report EMTN 3.0 144

7 The tax structure of an economy in crisis: Greece 2009-
2017

EMWP 21/19 109

8 Static microsimulation research on Citizen’s Basic 
Income for the UK: a personal summary and further 
reflections

EMWP 13/19 98

9 The fiscal and equity impact of social tax expenditures 
in the EU

EMWP 20/19 93

10 Reducing the income tax burden for households with 
children: An assessment of the child tax credit reform 
in Austria

EMWP 1/20 90



Note: Source = Google Analytics



Thanks – and keep up the good work!


